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COMMERCIAL INSIGHTS FROM 
CGU’S INDEPENDENT STUDY OF 
THE SME INSURANCE CUSTOMER



In a special three-part series, Victoria 
Mason, CGU’s Manager of Customer 
and Market Insights, shares valuable 
insights and key learnings from new 
research into the insurance needs of 
the SME sector. 

Introduction

Small business represents 96 per cent of all Australian 
businesses by number. To help you win in this potentially 
huge market segment, we explore what SMEs want 
from their broker and how you can deliver it. 

Methodology 

CGU engaged external research consultants 
[Evolve Research and Consulting] to conduct a 
robust, independent study of the SME insurance 
sector. The research involved one-on-one in-depth 
interviews and 850 phone interviews and looked at 
the issues, attitudes and behaviours of SMEs in 
relation to their insurance. The specifics included:

•	 National survey of businesses with 
<$10m turnover

•	 Representative of the SME market by state, 
turnover and industry; excluded Agriculture 
and Mining; 

•	 10 one-on-one interviews;

•	 850 telephone interviews; Interviews conducted 
with directors (or the specific employee who 
makes business insurance decisions);

•	 Completed in Q1 2013.
Victoria Mason, Manager Customer and Market Insights, 
CGU Insurance.
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Why SMEs love their brokers – 
and how to keep it that way 
SMEs that use a broker are significantly more satisfied and more confident that they 
have the best insurance for their needs than those that buy direct, research sponsored 
by CGU has found. 

This is something you can use to help sell the 
benefits of brokered insurance to grow and defend 
your business in the SME sector – particularly if you 
target specific SME needs, which I’ll discuss in more 
detail on the next page.

SMEs that use a broker are 15 per cent more satisfied 
and 9 per cent more confident they have the right 
insurance solution for their business. However, as 
two-in-five broker SME customers are buying 
insurance through another channel at the same time 
as using a broker, it’s important to continually 
demonstrate your value and maintain satisfaction.

Channel 
Satisfaction

Insurance 
Confidence

Broker Direct

SME insurance customers: 
broker versus direct

76%

61%

69%

60%

BROKER CUSTOMERS HAVE PEACE OF MIND

“Because we have an insurance broker 
I am fully confident that we get the best 
package”

(Broker Customer, Other Services, 
<$500k turnover)

“Our broker gives us a clear 
understanding of what we have. 
We feel he has insured us well and 
we are covered for all of our needs”

(Broker Customer, Transport, storage and 
warehousing, $500k-$1m turnover)

DIRECT CUSTOMERS HAVE LOWER CONFIDENCE  

“I couldn’t afford to lose any down time. 
I think our insurance covers the areas 
that need to be covered... and we can 
fine tune it if we need to. But we haven’t 
put it to the test yet...”

(Direct Customer, Professional 
services, <$500k turnover)

“I’m only 5 out of 10 confident because 
I don’t know what’s out there. I’m not 
100% sure – we don‘t know every 
insurance policy there is available”

(Direct Customer, Construction, $2m-$10m)
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So what do SMEs want when 
purchasing insurance?

When deciding where to buy insurance, SMEs top five 
priorities are:

1. Personal assistance with claims

2. Expert insurance advice

3. Assistance managing renewals and policies

4. Industry specialisation

5. Sourcing a reliable underwriter

While this may initially seem like a diverse list of 
priorities, these five priorities reflect two underlying 
SME business needs: confidence and time (refer to 
diagram below).

To efficiently and effectively sell to SMEs, align 
your broker service to SMEs top five priorities – 
and importantly, demonstrate how this links to giving 
your customers the confidence and time they want. 
As brokers perform significantly better than direct 
on all five priorities, brokers can confidently drive this 
message. However, the lead is smallest for ‘personal 
assistance with claims’ – indicating this is less of a 
point of difference.

Interestingly, SMEs don’t have a consistent view on 
price. While price is a consideration when buying 
insurance, it doesn’t make it into the top five priorities 
when deciding where to purchase insurance, according 
to our research. Also, there is little consensus on 
where to get the best price for SME insurance – 
46 per cent believe direct is less expensive, while 
47 per cent believe broker is less expensive.

CONFIDENCE TIME

Insurance Purchase Channel Needs

Industry
SpecialisationI’m confident I’ve 

made the right 
business decision 
and I’ll be covered 
if I ever need insurance

I can focus on my 
business and 

customers, rather than 
being swamped with 

finance & admin tasks

Expert 
insurance 

advice

Sourcing a 
reliable u/w

Assistance 
with claims

Assistance 
managing 
renewals
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For further information about this research please contact your Business 
Development Manager or Business Development Officer

Below I’ve highlighted three channel-focused tips that will help your brokerage succeed. 
Keep your eye out for more SME tips in the next two instalments of ‘Unlocking your 
SME Potential’ to ensure your broker success story continues.

SME INSIDER TIPS

SME FACT BROKER OPPORTUNITY

CLAIMS

Claims assistance is the top consideration when 
deciding where to buy insurance – and the broker 
lead in satisfaction over direct is smallest for this need.

3 
   How can your brokerage better support SME’s 
during a claim – demonstrating broker value at 
this critical time?

UNDERWRITING 

85% of SME’s believe ‘some insurance brands are 
better than others’ and sourcing a reliable underwriter is 
one of the top five insurance purchase channel priorities.

3 
   How can your brokerage ensure SME’s feel 
confident in the company you place their 
insurance with?

CONTACT FREQUENCY 

SME’s that have contact with their broker quarterly 
are significantly more satisfied than those that only 
interact annually (for renewals).

3  
   How can you ensure you engage quarterly 
with your most important SME customers?


